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Abstract: The outbreak of the COVID-19 is currently the biggest international concern.

Treatment of gastric cancer (GC) patients in the pandemic era with high hospital burden and

under severe oncological/surgical resource constraints should implicate a need for resource

re-allocation with a new “pandemic” GC treatment algorithm. The neoadjuvant/perioperative

(radio-)chemotherapy is applied in the majority of advanced GC cases with poor post-

operative therapy compliance. In the East, radical surgery is frequently used in the first

instance, with adjuvant chemotherapy reserved for patients with a high risk of recurrence.

Moreover, the elderly population might be effectively treated by surgery alone, thus saving

oncological resources for younger people who need a more aggressive approach. In this

framework, prioritization is a key concept based on the severity of symptoms and the need

for urgent (surgical) intervention. High-risk and marginally effective surgery should be

replaced with definitive radio- and/or chemotherapy. The pandemic framework to provide

optimal care for GC patients must be based on multidisciplinary decision-making and include

all anti-cancer treatment options: surgery, systemic therapy, and radiotherapy. The priority

and staffing dictate adherence to the new algorithm. We believe that these priorities may

improve the delivery of care to all, including elderly GC patients.
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Introduction
The Global Cancer Statistics in 2018 (GLOBOCAN) indicate that gastric cancer

(GC) remains significant cancer worldwide. Being responsible for over 1000 000

new cases in 2018 and an estimated 783 000 deaths (equating to 1 in every 12

deaths globally), GC is the fifth most frequently diagnosed cancer and the third

leading cause of cancer death. Among men, it is the most commonly diagnosed

cancer and the main cause of cancer death in several Western Asian countries.

Incidence rates are markedly elevated in Eastern Asia and Eastern Europe.1

However, globally there has been a steady decrease in GC incidence.2 In some

countries GC should reach the rare disease threshold by 2035.3 On the contrary,

increasing risks have been observed in younger generations. The predicted growing

number of new cases highlights that GC remains a major challenge to public health

on a global scale.

GC outcome is fundamentally different depending on the world region. In the

West, the survival rate is among the poorest of all solid-organ tumors, predomi-

nantly due to the frequent presence of metastatic (stage IV) disease at initial
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presentation. An observational study from the Eastern

Public Hospital showed an increase in gastrointestinal

cancers hospitalization, with GC presenting the highest in-

hospital mortality rate.4 This might be a reflection of

epidemiological changes in the 21st century, implicating

a need for resource re-allocation due to high hospital

burden.

COVID-19 Outbreak
The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by

SARS-CoV-2, is a novel rapidly spreading the infectious

disease of the biggest international concern. The COVID-

19 dashboard from the Center for Systems Science and

Engineering at Johns Hopkins University has shown 2594

724 total confirmed cases and 179 778 deaths (last updated

17 July 2020).5 The Global Cancer Observatory (GCO) is an

interactive web-based platform presenting global cancer sta-

tistics to inform cancer control and cancer research,6 by the

International Agency for Research on Cancer of the World

Health Organization. The list of the estimated number of

new GC cases and deaths in 2018 (GCO), as well as con-

firmed COVID-19 cases and deaths in countries with a high

incidence of GC or COVID-19 is presented in Table 1.

CRITCON levels are based on DEFCON levels, which

report nuclear war probability. CRITCON is designed as

a tool for Intensive Care Units capacity under conditions

of the pandemic. It was initially designed within the NW

London Critical Care Network in 2009 in response to the

H1N1 influenza pandemic and the potential threat of triage

by a resource (critical care rationing). The principle behind

CRITCON is to allow each unit to declare itself in simple

terms compared to its normal capacity (CRITCON 0–4,

corresponding to “business as usual”, “normal winter”,

“unprecedented”, “last resort”, and “triage”). This enables

units under unusual stress to be instantly visible and to

trigger mutual aid.

COVID-19 is a highly contagious, and the most impor-

tant morbidity factor is exposure to an infection source.7

Patients with cancer are susceptible to the infection, result-

ing in poor outcome.8 The median age of COVID-19

patients with cancer (63 years) was reported to be signifi-

cantly higher than for those without cancer (49 years),

suggesting that older age is associated with worse

COVID-19 outcomes.

In the COVID-19 outbreak, the significant risk for

a cancer patient is the inability to receive necessary med-

ical services both in terms of hospital admission and

standard medical care administration.9 Additionally, hos-

pitalization increases the risk of infection. Consequently,

some treatment modalities are being delayed. Enforced

quarantine complicates hospital admission for repeat che-

motherapy cycles or radiotherapy fractions and may cause

cancer care discontinuity. When severe complications or

emergencies occur in advanced cases, treatment unavail-

ability is of possible concern. Severe adverse effects,

including neutropenic fever among patients who receive

chemotherapy, are more challenging to diagnose and might

not be treated promptly, which might affect survival.9

Delay of cancer treatment could lead to tumor progression

and poor outcome, therefore each clinical strategy should

be risk-adjusted and consulted with the patient.

Since the outcome of the COVID-19 pandemic may be

highly variable, the American College of Surgeons has

organized decision-making into three phases that describe

the acuity of the local COVID-19 status (COVID-19

Guidelines for Triage of Cancer Surgery Patients).10 For

elective cases with a high likelihood of postoperative ICU

or respirator utilization, it will be more imperative that the

risk of delay to the individual patient is balanced against

the immediate availability of these resources for patients

with COVID-19.

Aworldwide pandemic forces a change in the daily risk

and benefit assessment expected from the use of immuno-

suppressive and potentially toxic chemo- and/or radiother-

apy, as well as major surgery in patients with GC. Both

diseases, GC and COVID-19, although completely differ-

ent in nature, have a dramatic impact on the societies of

Table 1 Estimated Number of GC and COVID-19 New Cases

and Deaths in Selected Countries

Country Gastric Cancer

(2018)

COVID-19 (17 July 2020)

New

Cases

Deaths Confirmed

Cases

Deaths

US 26 026 11 438 3 576 154 138 358

Brazil 20 927 15 796 2 012 151 76 688

Italy 12 803 9457 243 736 35 017

Spain 7684 5609 258 855 28 416

France 7726 5326 211 102 30 141

UK 6370 4484 294 116 45 204

Germany 14 173 9480 201 450 9 087

Poland 6659 5779 39 054 1605

Iran 11 644 8965 267 061 13 608

China 456 124 390 182 85 314 4644

Japan 115 546 48 535 23 510 985

Korea 37 266 7684 13 672 293
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both hemispheres. Their comparison is aimed to provide

useful suggestions for surgeons and oncologists who are

facing the major challenge in the treatment decision-

making of patients with GC who may be at higher risk

of developing a severe and deadly SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Current Standard of GC Treatment
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guide-

lines recommend accurate clinical staging, perioperative

therapy, and complete lymphadenectomy for patients with

stage II to III GC. However, national compliance remains

low. Complete clinical staging is available for 66% of

patients, 27% undergo surgery alone (73% receive adjuvant

therapy), and 53% have complete lymphadenectomy.

Compliance with guidelines is associated with improved

outcomes (median OS 46 months).11 Since the NCCN guide-

lines for GC are one of the most authoritative evidence-

based recommendations worldwide, they are respected in

other regions with a high proportion of advanced GC.12

Early (T1a) GC with no risk of lymph node metastases

can be treated by endoscopy alone (EMR, ESD).

Gastrectomy is potentially curative. Since the majority of

patients relapse following surgery alone, combined modality

therapy is standard for advanced (stage IB-III) disease. In

Europe, perioperative chemotherapy (FLOT) is a preferred

pathway.13,14 For patients undergoing upfront surgery with-

out administration of preoperative chemotherapy, postopera-

tive adjuvant radio- and/or chemotherapy is recommended. In

the US, the use of neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy has been

increasing, primarily in lymph node involvement (cN+).15

Patients with metastatic GC generally receive only palliative

chemotherapy, but a proportion of stage IVpatientswith good

response to induction systemic therapy could be re-assessed

to achieve an R0 resection. However, the extent of such an

aggressive surgical approach (lymphadenectomy, metasta-

sectomy, multi-visceral resection) remains a subject of

debate, since it harbors the substantial risk of severe morbid-

ity and ICU stay. This so-called conversion therapy may be

used when liver or peritoneal metastases that had been unre-

sectable or marginally resectable (for technical and/or onco-

logical reasons) became controllable by chemotherapy.16

East vs West
The regional variation between the East (Asia) and the

West in treatment paradigms for GC has been well

described.17 Major differences have been identified in

tumor biology, implementation of screening programs,

the extent of surgical lymphadenectomy, and routine use

of neoadjuvant versus adjuvant treatment strategies.

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy and adjuvant chemo-

radiotherapy are employed in the US and Europe, while

adjuvant chemotherapy is standard in Asia. Minimally

invasive techniques, including both laparoscopic and

robotic platforms, have been studied in both regions,

with attention to safety, feasibility, and long-term oncolo-

gic outcomes. However, due to the predominance of early

GC in Asia (Japan, Korea), the laparoscopic/robotic

approach is more common in the East than in the West.

The most recent version of the European Society for

Medical Oncology (ESMO) Clinical Practice Guidelines

for the diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of GC was

published in 2016.13 In 2017 it was decided to convene

special guidelines to adapt the ESMO guidelines taking

into account the ethnic differences associated with the

treatment of metastatic GC in Asian countries (Japan,

China, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, and Taiwan).18

However, the main difference between the East and the

West is the role of surgery in the multidisciplinary treat-

ment of advanced GC.19 An upfront standardized radical

surgery with D2 lymphadenectomy is conventional in

Asian countries, with a minimally-invasive approach for

early GC. Whereas in the Western hemisphere, more lim-

ited surgery in terms of lymphadenectomy (D1 plus =

modified D2), is usually preceded by preoperative neoad-

juvant radio- (US) and/or chemotherapy (Europe), with

nearly 50% of patients not receiving any adjuvant therapy

after resection. This adjuvant chemotherapy (S1) is the

standard of care in the East.20

Mass screening programs implemented in some of the

Far East countries in the 20th century facilitated prompt GC

diagnosis with less than 30% of new cases diagnosed at

advanced (III–IV) stages. On the other hand, in Western

countries, more than 60% of new GC cases are diagnosed at

the advanced stages. The REGATE registry enrolled nearly

10,000 patients with newly diagnosed GC at any stage of

the disease from 22 countries of the Asia–Pacific region,

Europe, the Indian subcontinent, Latin America and North

Africa between 2004 and 2008.21,22 Stage I GC was more

frequent in Asia-Pacific (39%) versus other regions (6

−18%), whereas stage IV GC was more frequent outside

Asia-Pacific. Surgery was planned for most patients,

although 69% of patients received surgery as originally

planned. Overall, 15% of patients received no treatment

(Asia-Pacific 8%; Indian subcontinent 25%). Combined

modality treatment was used in one-third of patients.

Curative surgery alone was used most frequently for stages
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0–II and was employed often in Europe (55%) and the

Asia–Pacific (48%). The Asia–Pacific and Indian subconti-

nent patients were more likely to have a distal subtotal

gastrectomy and less likely to undergo total gastrectomy

than patients in other regions. Minimally-invasive gastrect-

omy has been established as a commonly used method for

the early GC in Korea and Japan.23

Elderly
Elderly GC patients are often subjects of multidisciplinary

management decisions throughout the world. Mortality

among US patients undergoing major gastrointestinal

resections steadily increases with age.24 The so-called

“critical age” (75 ±2 years) was suggested to standardize

and improve outcomes by focusing on perioperative

resources. Adequate staging (>15 lymph nodes examined)

is less common in older patients. However, when compli-

ance is reached, they are less likely to have node-positive

tumors. Regardless of age, adherence to the national

guidelines is associated with improved survival and may

alter multimodality management of GC in the elderly.25

Based on the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results

(SEER) databases, out of nearly 80,000 GC patients who

were recommended for surgery (1973–2014), nearly 20%

of cases did not undergo surgery. Poor compliance was

related to age, race, unsatisfactory grading, advanced

stage, civil and socioeconomic status, and earlier time of

diagnosis. GC patients of poor surgical compliance

demonstrated adverse survival, which was comparable to

that of non-surgical patients.26 In Korea, stage I and II GC

patients, aged 70–79 years had a significantly higher rate

of cancer-specific mortality than younger patients (<50

years). However, age was not an independently associated

factor for cancer-specific mortality in patients with stage

III and IV GC. Although considered as an independent risk

factor for GC-related mortality, the impact of age may

differ depending on the stage of cancer.27

In the Dutch CRITICS trial, out of 788 randomized

patients, 22% were older (≥70 years) adults with resect-

able GC who received preoperative chemotherapy (3

cycles of EOX/ECX), followed by surgery, and post-

operative radio and/or chemotherapy. Although they fre-

quently (77%) experienced severe toxicity, and thus

received lower relative dose intensities during preopera-

tive chemotherapy, equal proportion (80%) of older

patients underwent curative surgery as compared to

younger ones. Postoperative complications and mortality

were comparable in both age groups. However, 36% of

older patients did not start adjuvant therapy. Moreover,

severe toxicity for chemo-radiotherapy was reported in

nearly half of patients undergoing postoperative systemic

treatment. Therefore, perioperative treatment compli-

ance, especially in the postoperative phase, was poorer

in older adults when compared with younger.28 This may

be one of the reasons why older age is associated with

worse cancer-specific mortality in the perioperative ther-

apy setting that is recommended in Europe.

Treatment patterns and outcomes of non-metastatic

elderly GC patients were studied in Alberta, Canada (-

2007–2012). Out of predominantly male (69%) patients,

in the median age of 80, only 13% received multimodality

therapy. Over 35% of surgical patients had grade II or

higher complications. Perioperative mortality was 10%.

Nearly 40% of the patients recurred at a median of 13

months after surgery. There was no significant difference

in 5-year DFS or OS (39% - 47%) between patients treated

with surgery alone or with multimodality treatment.29

Thus, even with surgery alone, selected elderly patients

with advanced GC can obtain apparent prolonged survival.

Proximal Localization
Additional mortality-related factor among elderly GC

patients may be the localization of the primary tumor.

Although GC is often reported as a single entity, it can

generally be classified into two localization categories:

proximal (cardia) and non-cardia tumors, arising from

more distal regions of the stomach. Rates of non-cardia

gastric cancer have been steadily declining over the last

one-half century in most populations.1 Cancers of the gas-

tric cardia (arising at the esophagogastric junction) have

epidemiological characteristics more similar to those of

esophageal adenocarcinoma, and important risk factors

include obesity and gastroesophageal reflux disease, with

Barrett esophagus also supposed to increase the risk.30 The

incidence of these proximal GC has been increasing, parti-

cularly in high-income countries.31 For several populations,

like for men in the US, UK, and Australia, estimated cardia

GC rates were comparable with or exceeded estimated non-

cardia GC rates.32 Tumor location at a proximal site is more

common in Europe, Latin America, and North Africa

(approximately 20%) than in Asia-Pacific, where the antral

location is predominant.21

Using the 1998–2006 SEER database, it was shown

that 61% of GC surgery was performed in patients ≥65
years, less than 30% received adequate lymphadenectomy

or adjuvant radiation therapy. The adverse effect of older
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age on cancer-specific mortality was augmented in prox-

imal GC.33

For junctional tumors, proximal gastrectomy has been

accepted procedure both in the East (for early GC), as in

the West very recently.34 Proximal gastrectomy is feasible

and may be safely used in patients with advanced GC after

neoadjuvant chemotherapy with acceptable survival.35

Strategy for the Treatment of GC During

the COVID-19 Pandemic
To minimize the adverse effects of the pandemic, an urgent

need for treatment strategy change has been anticipated in

Chinese literature.36 Surgical intervention for benign tumors

should be postponed. For invasive GC, multidisciplinary

therapy is recommended, and non-surgical anti-tumor ther-

apy should be selected with higher priority. Neoadjuvant

therapy is highly recommended for GC at advanced stages

that meet the indications of NCCN guidelines (stage ≥ T2).

GC with obstruction can be managed with gastric tube

decompression or stent placement to relieve the symptoms.

Naso-gastric feeding tube placement/percutaneous endo-

scopic gastrostomy could be adopted to ensure enteral nutri-

tion supply. Transcatheter arterial embolization for

hemostasis is a choice for gastrointestinal bleeding.

However, in case of an acute, uncontrolled bleeding, obstruc-

tion, or alternative treatment measures fail, an emergency

operation must still be performed in a designated isolation

area.

Tertiary prevention measures must be adopted for all

anesthetists with an additional face mask or goggles to

prevent respiratory droplet transmission. Accurate disin-

fection of the operating room after surgery is necessary.

The postoperative fever must be carefully differentiated

between abdominal infection/inflammation and COVID-

19. Single-room isolation and related examinations should

be performed according to the standard procedures.37

There is an only limited suggestion from the Western

perspective on a new strategy for the treatment of GC

during the COVID-19 pandemic.38 The COVID-19 pan-

demic is changing the organization of healthcare and has

a direct impact on multimodality treatment of GC,

including surgery. Surgical oncology priorities have

been modified by several hospitalized COVID-19

patients, limitations of ICU access and respiratory sup-

port, operation room (OR) supplies, and transfusion cap-

abilities (decreased blood donation): emergency surgery

remains a priority, while functional surgery is to be

deferred. Laparoscopic surgery must follow strict rules

to avoid exposure of healthcare professionals to added

risk. Predefined morbidity and mortality rates should be

compared with the oncological risk incurred by deferring

surgery and/or the tumor doubling time. Strategies can

be proposed based on this comparison.

Surgery for GC carries a moderate risk of complications,

with major complications rates of 10–15%, mostly respira-

tory and septic.39,40 Localized GC generally progresses quite

slowly irrespectively of the histological subtype. The aver-

age progression time from localized to locally advanced or

metastatic disease is 34–44 months. The doubling time of

a locally advanced GC is 6.2 months.41,42 Since these data

come from Asian countries, they need to be interpreted with

caution in other parts of the world.

Current strategies for neoadjuvant chemotherapy

(FLOT) or chemo-radiotherapy, extended total gastrec-

tomies must be deferred, with a discussion of how to

pursue preoperative treatment if it ends during the pan-

demic (maintenance chemotherapy according to modes

discussed in multidisciplinary team meetings and adapted

case-by-case, taking into account the non-negligible risk of

chemo-induced immunosuppression). For partial gastrect-

omy, given the lower risk of complications, surgery can be

proposed to patients at low operative risk.38

In the UK, COVID-19 has significantly impacted the

multidisciplinary treatment of GC. The common strategy

included two priorities: emergency cases and deferment of

surgery.43 Patients presenting with bleeding GC or gastric

outlet obstruction not amenable to endoscopic/interventional

radiology were considered for surgery. Minimally invasive

surgery was not feasible during the early phase of the pan-

demic. Staging laparoscopy has been postponed for newly

diagnosed patients until completion of neoadjuvant treat-

ment. Patients requiring extended resection have been con-

sidered for alternative treatments. This triage of GC patients

in a resource-limited environment during the COVID-19

pandemic, have enabled the safe performance of potentially

curative gastrectomy in the optimal number of patients.

In the European epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic

(Lombardy in Italy), the adapted institutional recommen-

dations have been proposed for the systemic treatment of

patients with GC44. For perioperative chemotherapy of

patients with locally advanced GC, the choice of multi-

modality treatment over surgery alone has been made after

careful evaluation of each individual risk-benefit profile.

First, microsatellite instability (MSI) testing has been per-

formed for all patients to avoid chemotherapy in those
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with MSI-high, amenable for upfront R0 resection.

Preoperative chemotherapy has been recommended only

for patients with age < 70 years and high-risk resectable

GC. Oxaliplatin-based doublets were the treatment of

choice for patients with node-positive disease and selected

patients with cT3N0 tumors with adverse prognostic fea-

tures (diffuse histologic type) or technical risks of incom-

plete resection (esophagogastric junction localization).

More toxic but effective FLOT (docetaxel, oxaliplatin,

and fluorouracil/leucovorin) triplet chemotherapy has

been recommended only for cT4 tumors and in cases

with a high risk of positive margins (R1). For patients

with esophagogastric junction (type 1 and 2 Siewert

tumors), the use of neoadjuvant chemoradiation has been

discouraged. For postoperative chemotherapy, the choice

between single-agent fluoropyrimidines (capecitabine) or

CAPOX (capecitabine plus oxaliplatin) has been based on

the pathologic stage and individual risk of relapse.

We propose a new treatment algorithm for patients

with GC with the proviso that it is strictly pandemic-

related (Figure 1). It is based on insights from GC man-

agement in elderly patients, as it must bear the features of

simple and effective treatment with a low risk of compli-

cations and mortality.

To minimize the burden of oncological service and

adjust the management to limited anesthesiology staff

and intensive care resources, the following provisions

have been proposed:

● staging laparoscopy should be maintained, with

informed consent to proceed to gastrectomy if the

primary tumor is resectable

○ especially in non-intestinal tumors45

● for early GC following non-radical endoscopic resec-

tion (R1), the definitive radical surgery may be

postponed
● neoadjuvant (radio-)chemotherapy for resectable

cases deferred
● upfront gastrectomy preferred if easy resectable with

low risk of respiratory complications

○ major GC surgery, as recently defined by experts,46

only in referral centers with proven low morbidity/

mortality rates, performed by experienced surgeons

or under their strict supervision47

Figure 1 Treatment algorithm of GC patients during the COVID-19 pandemic with limited health care resources.
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○ option: HIPEC for limited peritoneal dissemina-

tion (CY1; PCI<7; P1/2) should be deferred
● adjuvant chemotherapy reserved only for patients

with lymph node pN-positive tumors48

● for bleeding GC, endoscopic management is the first

choice option, followed by radiotherapy, and urgent

gastrectomy reserved only for life-threatening

hemorrhage
● perforation of GC with peritonitis should be treated

minimally-invasive, with peritoneal lavage and drai-

nage, after no improvement with intravenous broad-

spectrum antibiotic therapy
● for non-resectable or borderline resectable tumors

with high risk of complications, primary radical

radiochemotherapy should be proposed

○ cases with clinical response might be re-evaluated

for resectability in the post-pandemic time

○ otherwise (no tumor/lymph node regression) this

radiotherapy should be regarded as definitive

treatment
● all other loco-regionally advanced (cT4 or cN3) and

metastatic (M1; including CY1 or P1-3 following

staging laparoscopy) cases should be treated with

palliative chemotherapy if performance status is good

○ conversion therapy (surgical resectability re-

evaluation) postponed to the post-pandemic era49

Emergency presentation of GC is uncommon, usually

associated with an advanced stage and lower rates of

operability. The necessity to perform an emergency opera-

tion within 24 hours is exceedingly rare. However, emer-

gency presentation is a marker of poor long-term outcomes

for the equivalent cancer stage in non-metastatic (stages I–

III) disease.50 Almost all perforated gastric ulcers can be

effectively managed by laparotomy and omental patch

repair. Initial biopsy and follow-up endoscopy with repeat

biopsy is essential to avoid missing of underlying

malignancy.51 A balanced surgical strategy using local

laparoscopic repair as the first step of surgery, followed

by radical open gastrectomy with lymphadenectomy may

be considered.52 Perforation of the stomach should raise

suspicion of malignancy, particularly in elderly patients.

At the time of perforation radical gastrectomy with lym-

phadenectomy is mostly not advised, either because a

diagnosis of GC is not confirmed or because the patient’s

condition does not allow extended surgery. In this situa-

tion, it is suggested to consider a two-stage procedure and

direct the primary operation at the treatment of perforation

and peritonitis. Tumor staging can be completed when the

patient has recovered and a radical operation with curative

intent can be planned without compromising long-term

prognosis. This staged strategy proposed by German

authors at the end of the twentieth century would be of

special interest in the pandemic era.53 Of note, primary

laparoscopic repair and postponed radical gastrectomy

several months thereafter, with more precise staging and

preferably with regression after induction chemo(radio)-

therapy, does not preclude long-term survival in a substan-

tial number of patients.

Since metastatic GC is usually incurable and carries

a very poor prognosis, palliative chemotherapy remains

the standard of care. In the pandemic setting, a palliative

surgery for complicated GC, although it can provide

a symptomatic benefit, should be performed only for life-

threatening indications. A combination of chemotherapy

and/or radiotherapy, after thorough multidisciplinary dis-

cussions involving the patient, should be offered as

a standard first-line treatment. Elective surgery, especially

extended and high-risk, can be postponed until resolution

of the epidemic restrictions and considered in selected

cases with clinical response.

Since metastatic GC patients are not candidates for

curative surgical therapy, endoscopic palliation, effective

in treating dysphagia or obstruction, should be considered.

If possible, nutritional support should be provided by the

oral or enteral route and can be organized at home as

a component of palliative care.54 Owing to the mortality

and morbidity associated with surgery in patients with

a short life expectancy, surgical palliation has fallen out

of favor when compared with local endoscopic therapies.55

Bleeding can cause significant morbidity in patients

with GC. Surgery may be necessary for GC patients pre-

senting with severe bleeding that cannot be controlled by

less invasive, especially endoscopic interventions alone.

Transcatheter arterial embolization is a highly effective

treatment for advanced gastric cancer with active

bleeding.56 It should be considered as an additional treat-

ment, especially when endoscopic or surgical treatment

fails or when these approaches are difficult.

Palliative radiotherapy can stop bleeding effectively in

patients with GC. The data available on bleeding from upper

gastrointestinal cancers are limited.57 The radiotherapy

appears to be a well-tolerated, effective hemostatic agent

that should be considered in all patients with bleeding

from GC. Commonly used fractionation schedules use 1,
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5, or 10 fractions. Short fractionation schedules have been

used in patients with deteriorating performance status.

A different state of GC management between Asia and

the West was confronted with the COVID-19 outbreak that

has become a public health emergency. Based on the

number of confirmed cases and deaths due to COVID-19

in June 2020, it is intriguing to speculate that the West is

more vulnerable to coronavirus.

Therefore, key elements of GC management should be

redefined during the COVID-19 pandemic. We propose

a framework to provide optimal care for GC patients in

the pandemic scenario at a health-care capability. Patients

allocation must be based on multidisciplinary decision-

making and include all anti-cancer treatment options: sur-

gery, systemic therapy, and radiotherapy. The priority/

CRITCON level (2 or above),58,59 and staffing dictate

adherence to the new algorithm. In this framework, prior-

itization is a key concept based on the severity of symp-

toms and the need for urgent (surgical) intervention. We

believe that these priorities may improve the delivery of

care to all GC patients when pre-pandemic resources are

simply not available.
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